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September 2011 - Editorial

Canberra Stampshow 2012

I would like to use this issue's editorial to encourage you to support Canberra Stampshow 2012. This is
the 17thstraight biennial stamp exhibition the Society has held and over the years they have proven to be
a valuable source of both new members and funding for the Society. We need to continue to attract both.
Our themes for the exhibition are the 100th anniversary of Mawson's Antarctic Explorations, the so"
anniversary of the Philatelic Society of Canberra and the 100th anniversary of the Cotter Dam. Our
souvenirs and postmarkers will all be based on these events or other stamp issues appropriate to the
region.

We will be holding the sixth Australasian Challenge where teams of philatelists from each State, the ACT
and both the north and south islands of New Zealand compete for the Ed Druce Memorial Trophy. We
will also have exhibits at the National level in Polar and the new Modem Traditional class (last 50 years),
plus all State classes and National postcards. If you want to enter an exhibit please get in fast as entries
close the end of November.

We have the usual great range of stamp dealers from Australia and the rest of the world attending,
including a couple of new ones. They always bring a great range of material for sale. One of the key
ways we pay for the exhibition and provide ongoing funding to the Society is by the sale of souvenirs.
These invariable sell out, usually before the exhibition so if you interested, particularly in the Supporters'
Club, I suggest you get in early. You should receive a copy of our second bulletin with this issue but just
in case I have included an order form on the inside of the back cover for your use. Please support the
exhibition either through the souvenirs or by attending what is widely considered the best little stamp
show in Australia.

I would also like to thank this month's authors, Miles Patterson, Daniel Tangri and Graeme Broxam for
their articles, all of which add a new dimension to philately and postcards.

Darryl Fuller
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Vale - Sheila Smith

2 April 1935 - 8 September 2011

lt was with great sadness that I must report that a great supporter of
the Philatelic Society of Canberra, Sheila Smith, passed away on the
8th of September. Sheila was the wife of our well known member
Dingle Smith. She was not, in fact, a member of society but was still
a stalwart over the decades.

Sheila loved to help others and was an important part of the
Canberra Lifeline Book Fair where her skills as a librarian came
into their own. She was also a great help to her own family and was
always willing to lend a hand to Dingle in his hobby. She may not
have been interested in stamps and stamp collecting but that never
stopped her helping. She was a superb proof reader and ably
assisted Dingle in his preparation of Capital Philately by proof

reading what he produced. Those who know Dingle will appreciate Sheila's assistance. However, Sheila
was also willing to help at the stamp exhibitions the Philatelic Society of Canberra held. Given that
Dingle has been involved with everyone since they started in 1980, Sheila was almost always present at
the exhibitions. She was often a helper in the bin room, but was also willing to attend to the front table
taking money or looking after the literature entries.

There is a good chance that if you have been to an exhibition in Canberra you will have seen or met
Sheila. Sheila never asked for thanks for her help but just helped where she could. We all owe Sheila a
big vote of thanks for her help over the years.

Sheila will be greatly missed by all who knew her, but no more so than by her family and on behalf of all
the members of the Society I offer Dingle, Sarah, Jeremy, Chris and Mitchell our sincerest condolences.

1942 BARBADOS TO ENGLAND· A HIGH VALUE FRANKING

Darryl Fuller

I have started a new collecting field, Caribbean inter-island
airmail postal history. One item I came across on eBay was the
cover at left, which doesn't fit my field but I couldn't resist it.
lt is an obviously commercial cover (probably cut down a little
at the bottom) franked at 58/10 or nearly £3. A huge franking
for the time. There is penciled on the cover 19R which I think
is contemporary. A recent series of articles in the British
Caribbean Philatelic Journal (2009-2011 various) looked at the
airmail rates for Barbados in WWII. A check of the 1942 data
indicated a rate to England of 311 per half ounce. The 19R
would indicate that this cover weighed between 9 and 9Yz
ounces. Thus the franking should be 19 x 3/1 = 58/7 + 3d
registration = 58/10. Thus the cover is correctly franked. The
highest face value stamp Barbados had at the time was 5/-.

What I didn't understand about this cover was why no-one
wanted it as I purchased it the second time up and at the reserve
of $25. A bargain in anyone's language I believe.
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'MY' RAF MUSEUM FLOWN COVERS
Capital Philately

Miles Patterson

You may have seen some of the Royal Air Force
Museum philatelic covers from time to time. The
RAF Museum, based at Hendon and Cosford in
England, is one of the biggest and best aviation
museums in the world (yes, I am biased, but that
doesn't necessarily mean I am wrong). Some of
the funds to build and expand it were raised by
the production and sale of philatelic covers. The
cover programme was set up by Group Captain
W S 0 Randle in 1967 and has run to well over
twenty series, with hundreds of different subjects.
RAF stations, aircraft, famous pilots, air displays,
anniversaries and records have been featured, as
well as joint productions with the RAF Escaping
Society. As well as raising funds for the Museum,
the philatelic programme has supported service-
related charities.

I have several Museum covers, but I don't
actually collect them, so why 'My' covers? Well,
when a cover was to be produced, someone was
nominated as the 'Project Officer', responsible for
getting the covers flown, stamped and signed. I
was that lucky person on a few occasions. I can't
remember how I first got roped into it, but being a
stamp collector and in the RAF, my name must
have come to the attention of the Museum's

philatelic team somehow and after I had done
one, they then knew whom to call.

The covers generally followed the same format.
Typically more than 10,000 printed envelopes
would be delivered to the project officer along
with the stamps. The covers would be flown,
usually in an RAF aircraft, then stamped, and a
proportion (maybe 3,000) signed by the aircrew.
Then they were sent off to be postmarked and
have the flight details printed on. A smaller
number (the 'specials') would be sent off to be
signed by some notable person relevant to the
subject of the cover. I seem to recall a small
number of aerogrammes being flown as well, but
I am not sure they ever went on general sale.

The first cover I helped produce was in the Test
Pilot series (a series of 40 subjects), in
conjunction with 39th anniversary of the Battle of
Britain, at the first RAF Station I was posted to,
RAF Abingdon. The cover featured Jeffrey
Kindersley Quill, OBE AFC. Quill was a test pilot
for Vickers from 1936-38 and then Chief Test
Pilot responsible for development and production
of the Spitfire. He served with 65 Squadron
during the Battle of Britain and remained in the
aviation industry until he retired in about 1979.
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Figure 1 Jeffrey Quill Royal Air Force Museum signed cover
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RAF Abingdon was primarily a maintenance base
and the only full time aircrew was, appropriately
enough, the unit Test Pilot, who flew the covers
in a Jaguar fighter on its air test after major
servicing. Some of these aircraft were two-seat
trainers and I got the chance to fly as a passenger
for one air test - an amazing experience. After the
flight I had to arrange for all the stamps to be
stuck on and the covers back stamped with the
RAF Abingdon post room handstamp. Luckily I
was in charge of over 130 aircraft technicians at
the time, so I had no trouble finding a few
'volunteers' to help me. The stamps used were the
8p red machin definitive for the basic cover, the
8Y2p Scottish regional definitive for the pilot-
signed covers and the Roland Hill lOp
commemorative for the specials. Then the covers
were sent off for the flight details and postmarks
to be added. The flight details were printed in
blue on the basic cover, green on the pilot-signed,
and red on the specials. Jeffrey Quill signed the
1200 specials himself (Figure 1). Each cover also
had an insert card with Quill's biography and the
specials also included a photograph of Quill in the
cockpit of a wartime aircraft. The specials were
individually numbered and then certified (by
me!).

Capital Philately

As a nice reward for producing the covers, groups
of project officers were periodically invited to
lunch at the RAF Club in Piccadilly, London, to
present cheques for the proceeds of their covers to
a suitable VIP. I went to a couple of these and
each time presented a cheque to Sir Neil Cameron
(later Baron Cameron of Balhousie), previously
Chief of the Defence Staff. At the lunches, a
Museum cover was circulated for all to sign
(Figure 2). I note that one of the attendees and
signatories was Bob Stanford-Tuck, a well-known
Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot.

My next posting was to RAF Lossiemouth in the
north of Scotland. I was asked to do another in the
Test Pilots series; this one was Hanna Reitsch, the
pioneering German female pilot. After winning
gliding championships in the 1930s, she was the
first person to fly a helicopter indoors when she
displayed the Focke Achgelis 61 in the
Deutschlandhalle, Berlin, in February 1938.
During the war she was a test pilot, the first
woman to fly the Me 163 rocket aircraft and the
first female jet pilot. After the war she obtained
numerous gliding championships and records and
was the first female private helicopter pilot. She
died in 1979. The 1000 specials (Figure 3) were
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This wasn't the first cover flown by the unit and
most of the aircrew were reluctant to commit
themselves to signing 3000 covers! I went off on
leave for a week having left instructions to get

r----------------------------, them flown at the earliest
opportunity. I came back to find
envelopes unpacked from their
boxes and strewn across several
tables. Apparently they had been
flown, but the aircraft had
developed a fuel leak and many of
the covers had been soaked in
kerosene. Luckily the covers
didn't have stamps, postmarks or
signatures at that stage and, after
they had dried out, didn't seem to
be the worse for wear. The
Canberra cover featured Jersey
stamps, with the 9p arms
definitive on the basic cover, the
lOp definitive on the pilot-signed
cover and the 1983 11p
Government stamp on the

specials. The 1400 specials (Figure 4) were
signed by four out of the six original aircrew who
broke the record.

signed by Gerd Achgelis, chief test pilot with
Focke-Wulf in the 1930s and founder of Focke-
Achgelis, which built the world's first successful
helicopter.

Figure 3 Cover signed by Gerd Achegelis chief test pilot with
Focke-Wulfin the 1930s and founder of Focke-Achgelis, which
built the world's first successful helicopter

The Reitsch covers were flown in the RAF
Lossiemouth Search and Rescue Sea King
helicopter. I was lucky enough to get a flight in
the Sea King myself, in the co-pilot's seat, around
that time. The basic covers featured the Scottish
regional 11Y2pstamp, the pilot-signed covers had
the Scottish 12Y2pand the specials featured the
UK 14p National Trust commemorative depicting
Glenfinnan, Scotland. The postmark was for the
RAF Lossiemouth Open Day.

Another posting to No 231
Operational Conversion Unit, based at
RAF Wyton in Cambridgeshire - and
another Museum cover. This was in
the RAF Bomber Command series (45
covers) and featured the 30th

anniversary of the breaking of the
London to Capetown & return record
by an RAF Canberra bomber on 19
December 1953. The RAF was still
flying Canberras when we produced
the covers and in fact they were flown
in a Canberra that had been in service
when the record had been broken
thirty years before!

I remember having some difficulty in
arranging for the covers to be flown.

Volume 29, No.4

The RAF Museum philatelic series feature a large
number of fascinating subjects, and are bound to
be of interest to any aviation enthusiast. I have
picked up the odd one or two that attracted me
(aircraft I had worked with, RAF stations I had
been posted to etc) and I still find them interesting
and attractive items and, in the case of 'my'
covers, full of memories too.

19December 1953 •
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Figure 4 Record breaking flight by a Canberra aircraft signed
by four of the six crew.
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Machins and Monopolies

Daniel Tangri

"The more things change," as the French proverb
remarks, "the more they stay the same." To those
of us born in the twentieth century, a time when
in most countries the post office was part of a
single, Government-run bureaucracy that
delivered all mail and issued all stamps, the recent
moves towards introducing competition can seem
like a brave new world. In many countries there
are now several providers for many postal
services; in some countries different companies
can issue their own stamps; and in a few, like the
United Kingdom, monopolies have been removed
altogether and the Royal Mail - soon to be
privatised - is but one of a number of mail
companies, albeit the largest.

In many respects, however, the situation is now
not all that different from the days when the first
monopoly was put in place for the Royal Mail.
The Royal Mail was first opened to the public in
1635, but at the time it was just one public
organisation in a market already open to several
private firms. Following the English Civil War,
however, one of the many changes made by the
new Commonwealth was to "farm" the post, that
is, auction the mail service to the highest bidder.
To make "farming" work, competition had to be
suppressed, and in 1654 Cromwell established a
monopoly for the Royal Mail. Private companies
did continue to crop up, such as William
Dockwra's famous penny post, but the successful
ones were quickly closed down. Now, it seems,
the United Kingdom is moving back towards the
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situation that applied before 1654, with the
exception that it will once again farm the Royal
Mail.

The French proverb is not just a good description
of postal services. It could apply equally well to
the Machin stamp. At first sight, the stamp has
changed little in over forty years; its main features
continue to be the portrait of the Queen and the
value. True, there have been many alterations
over the years, and in fact the Machin is now
available in a far greater variety than ever before
- there are vertical and horizontal format stamps,
traditionally-gummed stamps and self-adhesives,
stamps with security cuts and iriodin ink
overprints, stamps with values or no value
indicated (NVI), along with stamps for specific
services, such as worldwide airmail, special
delivery or recorded signed for postage. However,
all are indisputably Machins. The changes that
have been made reflect, to a degree, advances in
technology, which have increased automatic
sorting of mail to such an extent that few stamps
are now postmarked - which, in turn, has led to
increasing investment in security printing to
counter the re-use of stamps.

One series of changes can be observed in the so-
called "Pricing in Proportion" or PiP Machins.
These were introduced in 2006, and carne in two
basic varieties - vertical format stamps for
standard I st and 2nd class postage, and horizontal
format stamps for large 1st or 2nd class letters. The
vertical format stamps had only a short life, being
replaced early in 2007. The horizontal-format PiP
stamps continued until the end of 2008, when
they evolved into the current security issues.

Volume 29, No.4



The PiP stamps were introduced for a specific
reason. They reflected a change to the Royal
Mail's pricing scheme, which itself reflected the
onset of full competition and the removal of the
last vestiges of the postal monopoly. In this
regard, they bear witness to deeper structural
changes in postal services. In this paper, I shall
first outline the background to the stamps; then I
shall discuss the different varieties that were
issued, including sheet stamps, booklets and coils.

Size Based Pricing
The European Commission has long been
pursuing the development of an internal postal
market. A 1997 directive set limits on the services
that could be reserved for the universal service
provider(s) in each member state, and a timetable
for gradually opening up markets to competition.
A further directive in 2002 placed very tight
limits on services that could be reserved, and also
pledged to accomplish full liberalisation by 1
January 2009 (subject to the agreement of the
European Parliament and Council). In the event,
few European countries have opened up all
aspects of their postal monopolies. In the United
Kingdom, however, the then regulator,
Postcomm, was seized with reforming zeal and
announced that the Royal Mail's monopoly on
letters would be removed from 1 January 2006.

This placed the Royal Mail in a situation in which
it would not only have to compete with private
providers, but, as the largest provider with a
national network, would also have to provide its
competitors with "downstream access" - meaning
that those providers would collect mail and then
hand it over to the Royal Mail for final delivery.
It would be able to charge them for the service,
but the charges would be tightly regulated and
would need to reflect the Royal Mail's actual
costs. Given its long-standing monopoly,
however, the Royal Mail's charges did not reflect
its costs. They were too low for some types of
letters, and too high for others.

A key fear for the Royal Mail was that it would
be subject to "cream skimming" - that is, its
competitors would not target services that had
lower charges than they could replicate, but
concentrate on services where the charges were
higher than the actual costs. The Royal Mail
feared losing a bigger slice of the lucrative parcel
and packet markets, especially to competitors
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targeting business mail. Where the Royal Mail
had to provide downstream access, competitive
impacts could be exacerbated, because if prices
were lower than actual costs then the Royal Mail
would have to deliver the mail at a loss.

In August 2003 the Royal Mail applied to
Postcomm to change its pricing structure from
one primarily based on the weight of a mail item
to one primarily based on the size of the item (and
to a lesser degree weight). This was originally
known as "Size Based Pricing" and marked a
major change; as Gibbons Stamp Monthly
remarked at the time, since the introduction of the
Penny Black in 1840 the price of posting a letter
had been based on the weight of the letter. In the
Newsdesk column the editor observed that the
policy of charging based on weight was derived
from a time when all mail was hand-sorted, and
was now inappropriate (GSM June 2004, p.l).

The Royal Mail proposed to distinguish three
classes of mail - letters, large letters and packets.
These services accounted for about 79 per cent of
the turnover of the Royal Mail in 2002-03. The
Royal Mail argued that some of the large letters
that came through the post could not be machine-
sorted, and also took up more space in mailbags.
They cost more to handle than smaller items, but
its charges did not reflect this. The organisation
also argued that prices for posting heavier items,
however, were significantly in excess of the costs
of handling those items.

Postcomm called for submissions on the proposal
in April 2004, and received more responses than
in any consultation it had conducted. A key issue
was finding out what the Royal Mail's actual
costs were. Under legislation, the Royal Mail
could not simply change its prices to protect its
margins; any pricing changes had to be revenue-
neutral. To an outsider, the Royal Mail's
proposals seem to have been designed to ensure
that, where it handled heavy or large items for a
competitor under the access regime, it at least
covered its costs, while protecting the revenue
base from the more lucrative letter and large letter
markets. Whether the proposed new charges
actually reflected costs was probably impossible
to say. Postcomm had difficulties in working this
out, but did ask for some amendments to Royal
Mail's proposals. Finally, however, in August
2005 it announced that it would allow the new
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pricing structure, but not before 18 August 2006
(12 months from the date of its decision).

By that time, the new pricing structure had been
re-named "Pricing in Proportion". Under the new
scheme, letters larger than 240x165mm, or thicker
than 5mm, or weighing more than 100g, would be
large letters. Items larger than 353x250mm,
thicker than 23mm, or weighing more than 750g
would be packets. According to the Royal Mail,
about 70 per cent of mail would not change in
price. Letters would stay the same price or
decrease, large letters would increase in price
below 100g but decrease in price over 100g, and
packets would decrease in price below 500g and
increase over 500g, depending on the service. In
the end, when Pricing in Proportion came into
effect a 2ndclass letter cost 23p to post inland, and
a 1st class letter 32p; the corresponding large letter
rates were 37p and 44p.

"Essays" and Sheet stamps
On 18 May 2005, Postcomm held a forum to
discuss Pricing in Proportion. The Royal Mail's
Lorna Clarkson presented an overview of the
pricing changes, and also announced that the
Royal Mail would be issuing new definitive
stamps to reflect the changes. She showed
computer-generated images (Figure 1), which
showed that the standard Machin design was to be
radically altered. Vertical format stamps would be
used for 1st and 2nd class letters and would have
the value in much larger numerals at the top left,
meaning that the portrait would be reduced in
size. Horizontal format stamps would be used for
1st and 2ndclass large letters, and would also have

Figure 1Computer Generated images of the new
Machin design in 2005.
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the value in large numerals at the top left, with the
word "Large" printed below.

Given changes to postal rates, some of the then
current Machin definitives became redundant and
new ones had to be issued. For example, new 12p
and 14p values were issued as "make-up" values
between the 1st and 2nd class standard and large
letter rates.

The Royal Mail advertised widely that Pricing in
Proportion would take effect from 21 August
2006. The first actual PiP stamps were issued on 1
August 2006, when four values from
traditionally-gummed sheets were released - the
vertical format 1st class and 2nd class standard
letter rate stamps, and the horizontal format 1st
class and 2nd class lar~e letter rate stamps (SG
UDA3 and UDA 4 (2n class values) and UDB5
and UDB 6 (1 st class values) in the Gibbons QEII
Decimal Definitive Specialized Catalogue). All
were printed in sheets of 100 by De La Rue in
gravure from cylinders D 1 pD 1 dot and no dot
(Figure 2), on non-phosphorised paper without
optical brightening agents in the paper (OFNP)
and cream PVA gum, P 15x14.

Figure 2 First Pricing in Proportion (PiP) Machins

The earliest printing dates seen are 28/04/06 (2nd
class standard letter), 02/05/06 (1st class standard
letter), 15/05/06 and 16105/06 (2nd class large
letter) and 11105106 and 12/05/06 (1st class large
letter). Further printings of the vertical format
stamps were made in September 2006 and
January 2007, while additional printings of the 2nd
class large letter stamps were made in September,
November and December 2006, March and April
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2007 and February 2008. Further printings of the
1st class large letter stamps were made in
September 2006, over 31 October and 1
November 2006, December 2006, March, April
and September 2007 and February 2008 (see
examples in Figure 3). Date blocks of all of these
stamps are now becoming a little hard to get, and
have risen slowly in price (although none would
break the bank as yet; when available, they tend
to be priced between 4-9 pounds, with the large
letter stamp blocks costing most; usually prices
are about two thirds of Gibbons).

Lrlr-,
CD
Mr",,)
a
Q

Figure 3 First class large letter stamps

The 2nd class standard letter stamps have a single
phosphor centre band; the other three all have two
phosphor bands. Incidentally, the 2nd class large
letter stamp was the first 2nd class NYI stamp to
be issued with two phosphor bands. The
Connoisseur catalogue lists the 2nd class standard

Figure 4 Booklet of first class large stamps
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Figure 5 Booklet showing stamp layout
letter stamp and the 1st class large letter stamp
with short phosphor bands (at top and bottom
respectively). These varieties seem to be fairly
uncommon now, and are worth picking up; both
are catalogued at 25 pounds.

Connoisseur also lists a printing of the 1st class
standard letter stamp with very shiny gum, but
there needs to be some hesitation here. The
catalogue listing refers to a printing date (06/07)
that has not actually been recorded on any date
block of the stamp, and the only date blocks I
have seen from the actual printings of the stamp
from January 2007 do not have discernibly
different gum. As we shall see, other aspects of
the listings of PiP stamps in this catalogue need to
be approached with caution.

15 August 2006 items
On 15 August 2006 further PiP items were
released. Two of these were self-adhesive retail
booklets of 4 2nd class or 1st class large letter
stamps, printed by Walsall in gravure (SG RAI
and RB 1 - see Figures 4 and 5). The booklets
contained information on their
rear covers about the new size
and weight ranges for which they
could be used. Both stamps had
two phosphor bands. The 1st class
large letter stamps can be found
with both bright and dull fluor in
the phosphor bands. Both
booklets can be found with
cylinder numbers WI PWI.

The other item to be released on
15 August was the first PiP
stamp from a coil. Printed by De
La Rue, this was a traditionally-
gummed roll of 500x2nd class
NVIs for vertical delivery
(Figure 6). This particular coil
stamp can be distinguished from
the gummed 2nd class standard

Figure 6
Coil strip
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letter sheet stamps by the paler Queen's head - as
such it has been given separate catalogue status in
the Connoisseur catalogue.

12 September 2006 items
On 12 September 2006 five further PiP items
were released. Three of these were Walsall
gravure self-adhesive retail booklets; 6 x IS\ 12 x
2nd and 12 x 1st (Figures 7-9; SG ReI, RDI,
REI). All booklets can be found with cylinder
numbers WI pWl. The 2nd class stamps have a
single phosphor centre band, whereas the 1st class
stamps have two phosphor bands. Examples of
both the 12 x 1st class and 12 x 2nd class booklets
have been found with the phosphor bands short at
the bottom, and the prices of these are now quite
solid (booklets can retail for 25 pounds without
cylinder number, or 35 pounds with the number).

Figure 7 Walsall 6 stamp booklet

Figure 8 Walsall 12 stamp booklet

Figure 9 Walsalll2 stamp booklet
The stamps from these 1S class booklets have
bright fluor in the phosphor bands. The 12 x l"
booklet was re-issued in 2007 (in August,
according to the Connoisseur catalogue, but Ifind
this date unlikely given the vertical format PiP
stamps were no longer being printed at that date)
and this time the stamps have dull fluor. To make
identification easier for those without a UV lamp,
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however, the stamps also have a much whiter
head than the first printing.

The 12 x 2nd class booklet was also re-issued in
2007 (March and May, according to
Connoisseur), and with two discernible
differences. The 2007 issues are in a paler bright
blue, sometimes with a whiter head, and I have
found that this printing can be found with a new
cylinder number, W2 pWl (Figure 10). The
stamps can also be found with spotty printing,
caused by problems with the electrostatic
attraction of the ink to the printing cylinder. This
has been granted separate catalogue status by
Connoisseur. Other paler blue booklets appear to
have ribbed paper. Connoisseur also lists this
separately with a May printing date, and the item
clearly exists, but I am not sure about the May
printing date; this may be when the booklet was
first noticed, as opposed to a specific printing.

The two other items released on 12 September
2006 were self-adhesive business sheets of 100
2nd class and 1st class standard letter stamps.
These were also printed by Walsall in gravure,
and are very similar to the booklet stamps in
terms of shades and phosphor band layout, but
singles can easily be identified by the different
backing paper - a stamp from a business sheet
will always have transparent white backing paper,
whereas a stamp from a booklet will always have
printing from the booklet's rear cover. The easiest
way to be sure you have the stamp is to collect a
top panel from a business sheet (Figures 11-12).

Figure 11 1st Class self-adhesive business sheet
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Business sheets are designed, as the name
implies, for businesses which want to buy a large
number of stamps and want the convenience of
self-adhesive stamps for mailing, and in a single
year there can be a large number of printings. The
date of printing appears on the back of the top
panel of a sheet. The earliest date I have seen for
the 1st class stamps is 20107/06, which indicates
that the sheets were prepared a good two months
before release. Printings took place on several
dates in 2006 and 2007, but the only real
differences I have spotted between various
printings are minor differences in shade,
especially in the colour of the head, which can be
paler in 2007 printings. I am not sure that the
Connoisseur catalogue's decision to list two
different shades of the 2nd class stamp and no
fewer than four of the 1st class stamp is really
warranted, especially as one of the shades is dated
to December 2007 - long after these vertical
format stamps had been withdrawn. I have not
heard of any business sheets with a printed date
this late.

Figure 13 Stamps have phosphor stripping from left
to right

These business sheets have contributed the two
major Walsall PiP varieties. The 2nd class
business sheet stamp is known completely
imperforate, and Connoisseur catalogues this at
250 pounds for a horizontal or vertical pair. The
other major variety occurs on the 1st class sheet,
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which is known without phosphor. Figure 13
shows a top panel dated 08/05/07, and all the
examples of this stamp I have seen came from
this printing date (although Connoisseur lists it on
12 September 2006). The stamps in Figure 13
show progressive phosphor stripping, with the
stamp at the left having two full bands, the next
stamp two patchy incomplete bands, the third
stamp a right band only and the last stamp no
phosphor. Top panels with all stamps missing
phosphor are very expensive, and a single missing
phosphor stamp is catalogued at 200 pounds.

Figure 14 1st class large letter business sheet

class large letter business sheet

Large letter business sheets
Business sheets of the 2nd class and 1st class
large letter stamps were released on 27 March
2007. Again, the main difference from booklet
stamps lies in the backing paper; top panels are
again a good way of illustrating the issues
(Figures 14-15). The sheets were printed a
number of times in 2007 and 2008, and
generally there is little to distinguish different
printings, although my impression is that
stamps printed in 2007 tend to have a whiter

head than stamps printed in 2008. I have found
that these business sheets tend to be a little
difficult to find, especially with 2008 dates.

Further retail booklets
On 2 October 2006 a further 6 x 1st self-adhesive
retail booklet was issued, printed by Walsall (SG
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RC1a). This booklet is easily identified as it has
advertising for stamp collecting, with a picture of
a stamp of the Queen, on the inside cover, and a
reference to a website
(roya1mai1.comlloveastamp) which apparently did
not work at the time! The booklet can be found
with cylinder numbers WI pWl. The stamp is
similar to other 1st class gold standard letter
stamps, but has dull fluor (the only stamp issued
in a 6 x 1st booklet in this state).

Capital Philately
referring people to another Royal Mail website to
find the correct postcode (SG RC1 b). Stamps
from this booklet have bright fluor, and examples
are known with the phosphor bands short at the
bottom.

Further coils
On 3 October two further De La Rue coils were
issued, in vertical delivery format. Another 2nd

class coil was issued, this time in a roll of 1,000,
as well as a roll of 1,000 l " class
stamps. Coil leaders from these
issues are illustrated at Figures 17-
18. The stamps are difficult to
distinguish from sheet stamps; the
main difference would be that coil
stamps could have cut perforations
at the vertical edges, although this is
not always a fool proof method of
identification.

don just end a stamp

pa mp

9 ve a stamp

a stam

Discover Royal Mati Special Stamps
at royalmail.com/loveastamp

Figure 16 Booklet with 'Love' stamp

On 16 January 2007 another 6 x 1st retail booklet
was issued with the same advertising for stamp
collecting, but this time with five Machins and a
single 'Love' smiler stamp (Figure 16). No
cylinder numbers were issued with this stamp, as
the inside right booklet selvedge was instead
adorned with love hearts. This is a nice booklet
and was in some demand as it was the only source
of this particular 'Love' stamp, but generally
speaking Ihave not found it to be difficult to get
(or too expensive). This item appears to be the
same as Gibbons' SG SA1, but the date of the
catalogue entry is different; mind you, given the
large number of typos and other errors in the
latest Gibbons specialized catalogue, this could be
taken as proof!

A final 6 x 1st retail booklet was issued on 1
February 2007 and contained six standard letter
Machins, but with text on the inside cover

On 3 November another traditionally gummed De
La Rue coil was issued in vertical delivery
format, in a roll of 500 1st class stamps (Figure
19). This stamp can be distinguished from the
sheet stamps, and the 1st class stamps from the
coil of 1,000, in that the fluor is duller and looks a
little more violet under the UV lamp. It has
gained separate catalogue status m the
Connoisseur catalogue.

Finally, on 23 October 2006 another coil was
issued, this time printed by Enschede of the
Netherlands. This was a self-adhesive bright blue
2nd class stamp, issued in a "jumbo" roll of lO,OOO
for business use. The stamp itself is easy to
distinguish, as it comes with yellow backing
paper and has a pale Queen's head and bright
violet fluor. Every tenth stamp in the roll was
numbered on the reverse. Jumbo rolls are printed
to order for bulk mailing businesses, and
Enschede had previously printed jumbo rolls of

l\\\~
04058

S.,.I\MPS 1st c\aSS N"\
1000 1,",

Figure 17 1,000 stamp 1st class coil leader
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the 1st class and 2nd class values in 2005. As these
stamps are not available from philatelic counters,
and usually have to be purchased by a syndicate
of stamp dealers who may have to club together
to buy a whole roll (at a cost of several thousand

Capital Philately
confused people, leading them to believe that any
stamp with a large numeral could be placed on a
large letter, and it was felt that reverting to the
smaller value for the smaller stamps would
remove this difficulty. Certainly, at the time there

111"""111115 014721104027

1,000 STAMPS 2nd Class NVI

Figure 18 1,000 stamp 2nd class coil leader

pounds!) they can be difficult to find and are
always a little more expensive. Stamps from
jumbo rolls are generally collected in strips of ten,
showing the number on the reverse of the tenth
stamp.

Prestige booklets
Traditionally-gummed PiP stamps have also
appeared in three prestige booklets. The first
appeared in the Victoria Cross booklet, issued on
21 September 2006. One of the panes in this
booklet (SG UEP46) contained four 1st class
vertical format stamps printed se tenant with four
50p stamps. The World of Invention booklet,
issued on 1 March 2007, also contained four 1st
class vertical format PiP stamps, this time printed
se tenant with four 5p stamps (SG UEP47).
Finally, the Machin: Making of a Masterpiece
booklet, issued on 5 June 2007, contained as its
final pane all four PiP stamps in se tenant format
- two of the vertical format stamps in the middle
on either side of a central label, and two each of
the horizontal format stamps above and below
(SG UIPP12).

were reports of a large number of new stickers
and handstamps that were developed for marking
underpaid mail, which may indicate that problems
were experienced, although to a degree this would
be expected of any change to a new pricing
structure. In any event, the final printings of
traditionally gummed vertical format sheet stamps
were made in January 2007. The final retail
booklets with the vertical format stamps were
released in February and March 2007, and new
booklets with the smaller values at the bottom left
were issued on 5 June 2007. The final vertical
format business sheets appear to have been
printed in May 2007 and then issued on 5 June
2007. On that date, as mentioned above, the
Machin prestige booklet was also released, and
the two vertical format PiP stamps in this booklet
were the final ones to be released.

Horizontal format PiP stamps continued to be
printed throughout 2007 and 2008. At the end of
2008 De La Rue began to print the stamps in the
new security format, with "paper clip" shaped
cuts and iriodin ink security overprints.

1111111111111111
5 014721 104041

500 STAMPS 1st Class NVI (J)DeLaRue

Figure 19 500 stamp 1st class coil leader

Withdrawal of vertical format stamps
In January 2007 the Royal Mail announced that it
would withdraw the vertical format PiP stamps
and issue new vertical format NVls in the older
format, with a smaller value in the bottom left
comer. It appears that the large numerals had
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Horizontal format PiP stamps have appeared in
this format, and have also been used for the large
letter versions of specific value stamps (special
delivery and recorded signed for). However, those
issues are really part of another story, for another
time.
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Dirigible! - A History of the Airship, and Airship Postcards

(Part 1)

Graeme Broxam

The practical airship came into existence about the
same time as the picture postcard, and the two have
travelled together, in every possible way, over the
ensuing century. This article will follow the history of
the dirigible, or controllable balloon, from its origins in
the mid-nineteenth century, through to its development
as a practical vehicle during the First World War
period, the rise and fall (literally) of the great airships
of the interwar years, and finish with the more modest
airships still flying today. In parallel I will show how
the picture postcard was integral in promoting public
awareness (for and against) airships and also for
financial support of airship ventures. This article will
be divided into three parts, broken chronologically at
the beginning and end of the First World War.

Airship postcards have a certain mystique amongst
cartophillians, especially in Australia, where they have
a reputation for being very expensive. Although it is
true that good airship cards are unlikely to turn up in a
dealer's $1 box, as something of a personal challenge
the collection from which these cards were selected
was put together over a few months from eBay and
other online sources, the majority under $10 per card
(though admittedly some key items needed to complete
the story cost much more). In mid-August 2011 there
were about 1300 airship postcards on eBay while the
total number of listings under "Australia" was about
4500. Airship cards are quite common thematic cards,
with price being linked both to popularity and avarice.
It pays to shop about: some common 1914-15 German
cards illustrated here are listed from $6 to $115 each!

Abbreviations:

BW: Black &White
PU: Postally Used

LP: Letterpress
MC: Multicoloured
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LE "CAFE EXPRESS"
garanlis purs Cafli el Slicre lorrlifies

est la Meilleul'B des Essences de Cafe
PARIS

Captive Military Balloon, Battle of Fleurus, 26 June 1794

Cafe Express, Paris, advertising card, divided back.
Lithographed by A. Billon, 3 Rue de Toumbouctou, Paris,
c1905

The first human flight took place at Paris on 21 November
1783 in a hot-air balloon made by the Montgolfier brothers.
Ten days later the first flight in a hydrogen balloon was made
at Paris by Jacques Charles and Nicolas-Luis Robert. Such
balloons either flew freely with the wind or were tethered
("captive"), as in this advertising postcard of a hydrogen
balloon in use during the French Revolution. The hydrogen
balloon would become the basis for the controllable, self-
propelled balloon or dirigible.
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The French Pioneers
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The Dirigible "Giffard" 1852

BW collotype, J. Hauser, Paris, c1910

The world's first dirigible was built by French
engineer Henry Giffard and first flew at Paris on 24
September 1852: it covered 27 km, but winds stronger
than its maximum speed of 6 m.p.h. prevented it from
returning to its starting point. For the next half-
century many conceptually similar dirigibles flew in
France, becoming more practical with better engines,
including Gaston Tissandier's 1883 dirigible powered
by an electric motor, which made the first complete
circular flight. Internal combustion-engined dirigibles
first flew in the 1890s.

Tl?eSa"tos Dumont Aip-Sl-jip rounoing
the EijJel Tower, 00 October 19!.'l 1901

Santos Dumont's Airship 1901

MC lithograph, "The Lightning Series of Flying
Machine Postcards" Edward Cook & Co. Ltd. "The
Soap & Disinfectant Specialists," Bow, London
(cl908)

The son of a Brazilian landholder, Alberto Santos-
Dumont (1873-1932) took up ballooning as a hobby
and built 11 dirigibles between 1898 and 1905, when
he took up fixed-wing aviation. By circling the Eiffel
Tower in his No.6 on 19 October 1901, he won the
coveted Deutsch de la Meurthe prize. This card is one
of a large aviation series produced about 1908.
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The Lebaudy Airship

MC LP, Raphael Tuck & Sons Oilette, Airships Series
(cl 910) No. 9495.

Considered the first practical airship, the 56-metre
long, 2284 cubic metre Lebaudy No. 1 was built by
the Lebaudy Brothers in France in 1902. Its steel keel
framework made it a "semi-rigid" airship, and it was
powered by a 40 h.p. Mercedes-Benz engine that gave
it a speed of 35 ktnlh. Its "gas bag" was replaced three
times and the engine twice: this card shows it in its
final form as the French Army's 61-metre Lebaudy
No.4, before finally being dismantled in 1912.

I., nlrl~'ublf •• I«I'Jbl1.; ,." Jllrt..., ••~ccll,"1 " ) S.c:,t:rll)U 1}V~.u:< P.J:kuJ,
C~fI\rUIlUd~JlISS)·~I.:~Chllltllri,:c·lC'WTi- I.• O~n~r,U!':-:I'I.U.~r 0;' ctuun,

Accident to the Dirigible Republique, 3 Sept. 1909

BW collotype, C. Perrot, La Charite, Cliche Beaufils.

Lebaudy Bros. completed the 61-metre Republique for
the French Army in June 1908. This postcard shows
the airship dismantled after an accident at Jussy-le-
Chaudrier on 3 September 1909. On 25 September
1909 a propeller failed, pierced the gas-bag, and the
airship crashed, killing the crew of four. Large
numbers of postcards were published of the
subsequent State Funeral. On 30 November 1907 its
sister-ship Patrie had blown from its moorings while
unmanned, drifted across England and Ireland, and
disappeared.
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The Troubled Birth of the Zeppelin & the "Miracle at Echterdingen"

"The King of the Deep and the King of the Air"

BW RP, Verlag Von Gustav Liersch, Berlin, 1916

Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin (1838-1917) invented
the "rigid airship" in which multiple bags ("cells") of
hydrogen were contained in an aluminium framework
covered with canvas. He is seen here, seated, shortly
before his death, with Captain Paul Konig of the
German cargo-carrying submarine Deutschland.

MC Chromolithograph, Publisher Carl Lindenmaier,
Biderach a. d. Riss, printer C. Andelfinger & Cie.,
Kunstansalt, Munich, Undivided Back, PU 2-11-1899.

The 126-metre LZ-1 flew at a record-breaking 18
m.p.h. in 1900: too slow to be commercially viable,
she was dismantled in 1901. This postcard was
produced seven months before LZ-l's first flight and
differs in minor detail the completed ship: also of note
is the enormous floating hanger that Zeppelin built to
house her, designed to be turned into the wind to
allow ease of entry and exit.
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"The Balloon Ascends for the Great Flight - The
Balloon after the Catastrophe" (Wreck of the LZ-4)

BW RP by Verlag Von Gustav Liersch, Berlin (No.
1971), (crash: H. Branseph, Stuttgart). PU 22-08-1908

LZ-2, built in 1905, was wrecked on its first flight
because its control surfaces were inadequate. This
problem was corrected in the first successful
Zeppelin, LZ-3 built in 1906. In 1908 the German
Army agreed to buy LZ-3 (it survived as Z-1 until
1913) and the new LZ-4 provided that the latter
completed a 24-hour endurance flight. Engine-failure
near the end of the test resulted in LZ-4 being wrecked
at Echterdingen on 4 August 1908. The mishap
brought enormous public sympathy - and ultimately
over six million Marks in donations - because
Zeppelin's persistence had made him a national hero.
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The Ups and Downs of the First
German Military Zeppelins

"The Wreck of the Air Cruiser Z.JL. 25 April
1910. "

BW Collotype, anonymous publisher.

The second German Army Zeppelin Z-JI (LZ-5),
delivered in June 1909, ran into a hill and was
wrecked during a storm near Weilberg on 25 April
1910. Fortunately there were no serious injuries.

"Laneville: A Zeppellin at the Field of Mars 3
April 1913" (Mishap to LZ-16)

BW collotype, Pub: Crantin, Rienes, Nantes,
France, PU 18-04-1913.

On 3 April 1913 the German Army's new LZ-J6
caused diplomatic embarrassment when she
crossed the German-French border in fog, a gas-
bag deflated, and was forced to land at Luneville.
The French Army detained LZ-J6 for a day, and
postcards immediately appeared in large numbers:
I have one post-marked on 9 April 1913.

"Loss of the Navy Airship L-II, 17 October 1913"

BW RP of hand-painted photo composite,
anonymous publisher, ?Berlin, PU 30 October
1913

The German Navy's L-JI (LZ-J8) blew up on 17
October 1913 with the loss of 30 lives.
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"The Wreck of the Marine Airship L.1 off
Helgoland on 9 September 1913."

BW RP hand-retouched photo composite,
anonymous publisher, PU 10-10-1913.

The German Navy acquired its first two Zeppelins
in 1912-13 and lost both within ten days of each
other in October 1913 with heavy loss of life - the
first of many fatal Zeppelin disasters. L-J (LZ-J4)
was lost in a thunderstorm during naval
manoeuvers on 7 October, drowning 14 of the
crew. An series of postcards depicting artist's
impressions of the disaster were published shortly
afterwards.

.
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DELAG: The World's First Airline

"Airship Hanger and Airfield, Leipzig opened 22
June 1913 in the presence of His Majesty the
King of Saxony and His Excellency Graf
Zeppelin"

MC LP, Pub: Leipzig Airship Hanger and Airfield
Company, Leipzig, June 1913 (No.2). Printer: Dr.
Trenkler & Co., Leipzig. PU Leipzig 23-06-1913

In 1909 Zeppelin formed Deutsche Luftschiffahrts-
Aktiengesellschaft (DELAG: "German Airship
Travel Corporation"). It used airmails and picture
postcards as profitable side-lines: this card was
produced by a subsidiary company. In the hanger
is DELAG's recently-completed LZ-17 Sachsen.
DELAG's seven commercial airships made 1588
commercial flights, carried 34028 passengers
(without major injuries despite four airships being
wrecked) and much airmail before operations were
halted by WWI.

"Air Post Card"

BW linotype, L. C. Wittich, Darmstadt, 1912.
Although not picture postcards, I include these
cards as illustrations of the extent of early airship-
mails. The above card was produced for the first
planned airmail services by DELAG's LZ-10
Schwaben on 10 June 1912 (actually flown the
following day).
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"A Rhein Steamer" (aerial view from a
Zeppelin)

Sepia Collotype, photographer Dierlamm of
Stuttgart, publisher DELAG, Frankfurt au Main;
Printer Gustav Enb, Stuttgart.

DELAG produced a large number of souvenir
postcards that could be carried by airships or
simply sold wherever they visited. Most were
aerial views of German towns and countryside.
Many of these cards were used or reprinted by the
revived DELAG in the 1920s and 1930s. Below is
the back of the above card:

~'"\ffi,\itUc ~\'Irt~ bcr 0('((19, 3"nmtiurt \1.~1~.
lllfrL~\jufl.wi!1Jt,,;2t\.lftiJ\ln.·)tUf~mh'\I"rl>tb(\lttn

Above is an illustrated official German Post Office
airmail postal card, flown by DELAG's LZ-Il
Viktoria Luis in October 1912.
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Other German Airship Manufacturers

"Manoeuvres in the Sky"

BW LP, anonymous (?Hans Schulze, Berlin) 1914.

This early WWI card shows airships by the three
main German manufacturers Schiltte-Lanz,
Parse val and Zeppelin - and which one looks like
what we all think a Zeppelin should? Professor
Johann Schutte designed an airship to overcome
the control problems that had led to earlier
accidents. In partnership with timber products
manufacturer Dr. Karl Lanz he founded the
Schutte-Lanz Luftschiffbau in April 1909 ...

The Schiiue-Lanz Airship (SL-l, late configuration)

Sepia collotype, anonymous publisher, cl912

The first Schutte-Lanz airship SL-l was used to
test various configurations of control surfaces and
other fittings in 1911 and 1912. It was unique in
having, instead of the usual aluminium ring-and-
stringer framework, a frame of interlocking
laminated timber helices. SL-J was sold to the
German Army late in 1912, and soon wrecked in a
mooring accident.

Opposite: "Hamburg, Uhlenhorster Fiihrhaus":
The Parseval Advertising Airship PL-6

The 73 metre PL-6 of 1910 was fitted with white
panels and a light system that allowed advertising
to be shown at night. Aerial promotion is the main
use of airships in the twenty-first century.
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"The Schiiue-Lanz Airship
Warsaw"

bombarding

MC LP, Hans Rudolph Schulze, Berlin, 1914

The SL-2, completed early in 1914, rendered every
other airship obsolete with her streamlined,
stretched spherical hull, cruciform tail control
surfaces, internal keel and external engine pods
(all used by most later rigid airships). Schutte-
Lanz airships however had a serious flaw - their
glued laminated timber frameworks failed when
repeatedly wetted.

Naval Airship ''Parseval''
BW RP, William May & Co. Ltd., Aldershot, No. 54,
c1914

Bavarian August von Parseval (1861-1942) built
non-rigid and semi-rigid dirigibles for both
military and commercial use from 1909. The 80-
metre long, 8800 cubic metre PL-18 was built for
the British Navy in 1913 and served as the
Parseval No.4 until retired in 1917. This is one of
many RP cards by May & Co. Ltd. of Britain's
fleet of coastal patrol airships.
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Popular Views of the Airship 1908-14
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"Miss Milano's Dirigible"

Chromo lithograph, Swift & Company, USA 1910.

Airships captured the public's imagination and
became potent symbols for commercialism. In
1910 Swift & Co. produced a series of postcards
promoting their "Butterine" that included a range
of flying machines from around the world.
Germany was, of course, represented by a
Zeppelin, while Italy was represented by one of its
semi-rigid naval airships.

A basket of roses in a zeppelin of forget-me-
nots

MC lithograph, embossed, anonymous, Germany.

Zeppelins appeared on many greetings cards
before WWI, after which such use could only be
considered a sick joke. This one again appears to
be based on one of the heavily-photographed LZ-3
- LZ-5 series. Others, like the anonymously-
published German card below, are simply
"anatomically incorrect."
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Excursions to the Moon by the Clement Bayard II

BW collotype, Anonymous, France, cl910
Famous for having made a ten-hour endurance flight,
perhaps the Clement Bayard II can offer an escape
from the end of the World caused by Halley's
Comet! The Clement Bayard II was a 76-metre semi-
rigid dirigible built by the company of that name for
the French Army, and made its first flight on I June
1910.

Four-colour LP by Adolf Klauss & Co., Leipzig;
Publisher F. Eyfriedt, Dusseldorf; Artist Carl
Robert Arthur Thiele (1860-1936); One of a series
of six.

Even a wedding can be interrupted by a Zeppelin!

Offill"lI" "Kartq N~4
j"r

INTERNJlTIONA LEN
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{:lUSSTELLUNG
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1909.

International Airship Exposition, Frankfurt 1909

And finally, an official card from the "ILA" of
July-October 1909. These fold-out "mechanical"
cards are rare, highly sought-after, and worth
about $150 each.
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Canberra Stampshow 2012

~~~ Souvenir Order Form
Item* Number Cost Total

Ordered
Antarctic Territory Icebergs Miniature Sheet overprinted with Exhibition $15
Logo (250 overprinted & numbered)
PNC 100th Anniversary ofR.M.C. Duntroon overprinted with Exhibition $50
Logo (250 overprinted & numbered)
1911-14 Australasian Antarctic Exploration Miniature Sheet overprinted $15
with Exhibition logo (250 overprinted & numbered)
Set of 3 covers each with one of the three exhibition postmarks $10
Supporter's Club Membership includes special Macquarie Island MIS $80
with exhibition logo overprint, first day exhibition cover, Cape Denison
Cover and mystery item overprinted with exhibition logo (100 only)

(Please note that two other souvenir items with exhibition overprints
are anticipated)

Postage (Includes compulsory registration) $5.00
Awards Dinner Ticket $70.0

0
Dinner ticket discount (one per supporter's club membership) -$5.00
Total

. .* The Exhibition Committee reserves the nght to limit the number of Items sold to anyone person .
Name: .
Address: .

E-mail address: .
Payment by Cheque or Money Order - made payable to the Philatelic Society of Canberra or by

Credit card details:

Number:

Mastercard Visa

Valid: ............... ./ .
Signature:

Notes: Please indicate any special requests or whether you will be picking up the order at the
exhibition.
Also please note that the first and last numbers of each souvenir are not available - they will be sold at
auction.

In order to maintain the integrity of your credit card details please print this form and send to:
Souvenir Orders
Canberra Stampshow 2012
GPO Box 1840
CANBERRA ACT 2601

All e-mail enquiries to Bruce Parker bruceandjudy.parker@bigpond.com
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